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President's Message

In an effort to broaden the participation in the Cob-
Ientz Society and improve furbher the information re-
ceived by the Coblentz Board, the following individuals
have agreed to serve on a Board Advisory Group:

1. Rod McDowell/Los Alamos National Laboratory
2. Larry Nafie/Sl'racuse University
3. Ira Levin/National Institutes of Health
4. Tom Isenhour/University of North Carolina
5. Bruce Chase/Dupont

Bruce Chase has agreed to chair the Advisory Group. We
expect the communication between the Coblentz Board
and Advisory Group to be very good as Bruce is also a
member of the Coblentz Board. These individuals are
expected to help define the purpose and direction ofthe
Coblentz Society in the 1980's. In addition, they are
expected to help us ensure that the resources now avail-
able to the Coblentz Society are supporting the best
possible projects. We expect to follow good advice.

In the event there are special concerns that members
might have, I would hope they would contact members
of the Board or of the Advisory Group. What should be
the purpose of the Coblentz Society in the 1980's?

Wrr,r,ram C. Hnnnrs

SPECTROSCOPIC FORECASTS
ASTRONOMICAL SPECTROSCOPY

T. Hirschfeld
Chemical spectroscopists owe a debt of gratitude to

astronomers and astrophysicists, whose "far out" prob- .

Iems have repeatedly forced them to advance the spec-
troscopic state ofthe art. Indeed, the history ofspectros-
copy and its advances are pretty well tied to those of
modern astronomy, from the discovery of helium in the
sun in the last century to the origin of FT-IR in the last
three decades.

Ironically, the very success of many of those new
techniques has severed their association with the astro-
nomical field. As the technique matures, and attracts
widespread interest, the very size of chemical spectros-
copy quickly overwhelms the field with its own particular
interests and emphasis.

Given the benefits we derived from our continuing
association with astronomers, it is interesting to specu-
late on what lies ahead for us there. The rapid evolution
of three areas in astronomy in particular has progressed
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BiIl Harris and Bernie Bulkin at our meeting.

so far that we may expect spinoffs in laboratory spec-
troscopy:

(1) The advent of orbital telescopes, as well as the
plethora of satellite and planetary probes, has created
large volumes of data that have to be transmitted down
to earth in channels of limited bandwith. Data compres-
sion, optimal encoding, error correcting codes, and con-
densed spectral storage are among the technologies that
have been brought to a high level of maturity in this
connection. The applicabiiity of this to handling the
enormous volume of data involved in reference spectral
collections is obvious. Beyond this, there is an obvious
need for condensing these data by recognition of more
significant subsets, a problem which we often find in
measured data sets in the laboratory.

(2) A number of advanced detector t1pes, particularly
in the far infrared, have been pioneered in the astronom-
ical community, or first applied to spectroscopy by them
after their development by the military. These include
various forms of far infrared bolometers, photoelectro-
magnetic detectors, Iiquid helium-cooled extrinsic detec-
tors, monolithic detector arrays, etc. These detectors
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have considerable potential in parallel detector multiplex
spectroscopy, remote spectroscopy, infrared chemilumi-
nescence, and emission spectroscopy offaint sources.

(3) Advances in instrumentation design, such as ad-
vanced design concepts for high resolution Fourier trans-
form spectrometers, multichannel imaging spectrometers
using both the Fourier and the Hadamard transform,
field widened interferometers to collect even more light
than other Fourier devices, Fabry Perot spectrometers
for combining the advantages of interferometric and nar-
row range spectroscopy, etc. Many of these have clear-
cut applications in laboratory infrared spectroscopy, of
which we are gradually becoming aware.

All of the above have of course been in development
for many years and one might think that their application
in the laboratory has not generated much enthusiasm.
But we should remember that it took more than a decade
for FT-IR to make the transition from the observatory
to the laboratory. The subsequent history of FT-IR
should encourage us to pay close attention to this next
set of advances.

There's more ways than one to analyze wine...

OHIO STATE MEETING
Jim Durig and Bili Fateley are assisting Professor Rao

in broadening the frnancial base of support for the Ohio
State Meeting. In particular, Jim and BilI will assist
Professor Rao in attracting instrument exhibits to Ohio
State. Although the economy may not be ideal, Professor
Rao believes that the scientists from the instrument
companies will be important additions to the meeting.
The plan is to raise the money necessary to modify
specific classrooms near the coffee room so that instru-
ments can be displayed near the ever popular watering-
hole at Ohio State.

The Coblentz Society has participated in this project
enthusiastically and will continue to assist Professor Rao
in the years ahead. In addition to financial support, the
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Coblentz Society Award for the outstanding young spec-
troscopist may be presented at a future Ohio State Sym-
posium.

AWARDS NOMINATIONS
The Coblentz Award is given annually to a vibrational

spectroscopist under the age of 36. Nominations for the
1983 award should be sent by 30 June to Bernard J.
Bulkin, PolyLechnic Institute of New York, Brooklyn,
NY 11201.

The Williams Wright Award is presented annually to
an active industrial vibrational spectroscopist. Nomina-
tions for the 1983 award should be sent by 30 June to
Jeanette G. Grasselli, The Standard Oil Company, 4440
Warrensville Center Rd., Cleveland, OH 44128.

ABOUT THOSE PICTURES
Ever notice how those photographs in the newsletter

are always of the same guys? You know whose fault iiiat
is? Yours! Send pictures of your meetings, your favorite
vibrational spectroscopist, group shots whenever you ger
a chance, or other things that you think deserve publish-
ing. Remember to write the names of people in the
picture on the back.
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2. Sponsorship of the Coblentz, Williams Wright, and
Ellis Lippincott Awards plus student awards for
excellence in spectroscopy.

3. Collection, evaluation, and dissemination of infrared
spectra.

4. Presentation of educational activities such as clinics
or fikns on infrared and Raman techniques.

5. Organization of Coblentz Symposia at national
meetings such as the Pittsburgh Conference and
FACSS.

There are also numerous other activities of the Society.
For more information on membership contact Marcia
Snauely, The Standard Oil Company,4440 Warrensville
Center Rd., Cleveland, OH 44128; telephone 216/58I-
5652.

TTIE COBLENTZ SOCIETY
The Coblentz Society is an association of persons

interested in fostering the understanding and application
of vibrational spectroscopy (both infrared and Raman)
and related fields. Its activities include the following:

1. Publication of the Coblentz Society Newsletter. Bill Fateley and Paul Wilks having a talk.

Erratum
In the article "Least-squares Curve Fitting of Near Infrared Spectra Predicts

Protein and Moisture Content of Ground Wheat" fApplied Spectroscopy 86, 261
(1982)] by william R. Hruschka and Karl H. Norris, the words "dry basis" in Tables
II, III, and IV should be corrected to read "as is."
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